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The purElpse of thiOrpaper is to examine the reasons for the persistence

of the academic liepariment,in research universities and to. evaluate its

efficacy in aChieVirig-the typical goals of the institution. The paper will

explorelbiso various'theories of'departmentalization, including current

notions of the determinants of alternative organizational structures as

posed by "contingency.theorists." In particular, the paper will look at

the nature of the environment(s) external to the institution and the' varying

demands of- clients in those environments for different struCtUreS. It will .

411

examine Also the impact of the "technology" of the many univer,ity tasks on.

. ,

structure._ In the,conclusion of the paper, a "matrix" form of organization

is proposed and discussed.

Division of Labor

/
An e mination of Western society oVer the last several centuries ,

"reveals e oft-note shift from Gemeinschaft to Gesellschaft social systems

(Tonnies 1957). With industrialization, societies have moved increasingly
. .

from ki hiP Systems where small homogeneous communities, often agricultural,

gathere together to produce goods and services,of mutual value to highly

',differe tiated systems comprised of heterogeneous.groups of people. The

latter were and are typically engaged in a multiplicity of work and leisure

enterp ises with little apparent "necessary" connection. Differentiated

?1
syste , however, as Durkheim ('19ere") so welll'Observed, tend to become anomic

.

when sitiye,sociaI vanes of cooperation are not institutionalized.' Commun-

icati ns'aceeibt disparate sub-units or persons must be adequate to insure a

I i .

.

.

commi nt to4le common good and to afford a sense of satisfaction with
, 1

,-,

1 1710 ging to the system.

so

0
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This'phenorlenon of progressi7 differentiationof flundtion had its

2.-

counterpart in higherieducationbeginningfparticularly in the latter part.

of the nineteenth century. The, society's industrial and geographic expansion

,

demanded new kinds of services from social structures which were not readily.

I

available at that. time. For exahiple, manufacturing enterprises needed new.

technologies to facilitate their efficiency and productivity, agriculture

needed new products and new methods to. serve a growing population, and, with

urbanization, new knowledge about politics, government and social services

was required. Traditional social. and economic structures in existence were

inadequate to provide for these new pragmatic demands, and societVurned to

leninet'eenth century. college which appeared to be the repository of existing

ftowledge., The country looke4 in other words/ to the American college to,

expand it....functions.-r from the more pastoral transmission,of knowledge to .

.4
an upper-claSselite who w Lld occupy leadership roles to a more substantive

commitment. to.knowledge production and social service." And a number of

'colleges accepted these new Functions or responsibilities quite easily:
Cv.

.I.,ehrned men .doilbtless;Were '6.0tered by the new authority given' them. (In

* 411t.

tr4 paei .'iley were 'mereiy"4cor teachers) College presidents were eaget.
-

..,._

to rApond to industrial benefactqgs wh6 wbuld fund expansion of their

collegle into. new research

But let us Soc* for. a

of these colleges t6 their

added; bit no new kinds Of
fp '

-

andVservi e domains.

moment at

new

personnel. were add

e organizational/structural repponse
7

int of fact., new 'roles'
AP
Were ,

d. The,9w respdhsibilities

accruedlt1 thf exist ataff, namely the0Taculty. .Theim latter

i

.ci 1
e .

I

. ,.

expected to be piqficient in research` -and service, and to an
.. -.

. '''' \ .4. i :

. . ,

were

extent.:-
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cratic mechanisms, in colleges and.universities where lrfie separate functions

3.

unanticipated by most, they did. The inAerest of'faculty at universities was;

of course, sparked by tales of and experience at, European centers for research.

As we will note later, in the universities the shift from teaching to other

roles was overwhelming.'

Not only were no new staff added, but no new organizational structures

evolved in response to these changes. The existing division of labor by

academic department was in place, and it seemed relatively easy to assume

that the new functions could be addressed through the existing system

(LazS'rsfeld.and'Etzioni, 971)...In short teachers became teacher-researcher-

4
service personnel,

and.depaAments accommodated the new multiple fu

4

interesting to note that, whereas in organizations other

colleges and u iversities which havemore clearly differeniated- and

specialized units, coorelinatibn and linkage across these units is perfosmed

through administrative or bureaucratic modes, or at least through'inteet

*s.

mediaries who attend to the adjudication of conflicts (L ence & Lorsch,,.

iPr
1967). Note, however, thatlin higher education, there W s no increased

differentiation of specialized units (except, of course, for the expansion

of realms. of knowledge into new kinds of kn'bwledge -based departm6nts). In

effect', then, linkages across the multiple missions o the fast-growing,

Ittiversities were expected to be accomplished by the individual,workers

&emselves. The faculty member was to provide the coordination and collabor-

,

ation across missions. Whereas in industrial'organqations such interdependento

departments as sales and manufacturing are linked; as noted above, by bureau- /

0



4.

are not divided into different departments; the linkage is thus performed by

i

and within each Individua$ We comment more extensively below on the nature.

-e..."

of these connections and.lnkages across missions.N.,,,
4

.

) _Persistence of the Department
6-- ,

'But firit it is neces ary to examine in some greater detail the reasons .

t

that the academic departme

entity. There are at leas

funding sources and access

ability, alleged interd p Ilidence among missions, and the pedagogical necessity

for knowledge-based departMents.

---.:,

t in,its present form persists es an organizational

six: inertia, the high status of. research,
'7'4-1

!) : l
o ,

...-c

them, insulation from observation and account-
_

1
. . ..

theIn the first place, the force oi)nertia makes .the argument for continu-

1 41

(

dr

ation 4.n the present form quite powerful. That is, the degarteqt appears to A, 4

I 10 \

have worked reasonably well to date, Aso why change it? Secondly, in higher'

1

education (more lo irk universities) the reward system is, at east normative. ,

univ rsalistic, meritocratic, and bound by raytonality''', (Pirsons & Platt, 1973-- 411

the
:

thong as Lewis 191t, repOrts the degree.to which ractice matches norms
i

uspect). These are the valudS most easily reinforced through.

productivity where butptit is more quantifiable and measurable.

iesearch also has more "status" than teaching, At least in universities.

Research, or at least publishing prOductivity, is apparently at'the top of

the status hierarchy. Hence,' the "technology" of the research function tends

to dominate the organizational structure.. That is, the function gil.r.4115mt

salience tends to force upon the organization a departmental forM which meets

its technological needs (cf. Hughes, 1958, P. 21; Freidson; 1976). Since as

4.
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noted earlier, the dliiddih ietechnology of research invuaze w , one

might question the functional necessity of having departments 'comprise of

like-minded research scholars. Obviously, there is a'latent function, of some

. ,

strength operating here--namely, the commonalities of professional achievement

orientation which both assuage anxieties and. stimulate competitiveness among

members of a knowledge -based department.

There is another reason that the department persists. It is associated
. .

with access to sources df funding, Inasmuch as funding is also a ,"technological"

.'feature of academic work (i.e., it speaks to the availability of capital for

transforming the organization's raw material into finished products),Ae flow

of funds to a department in exchafor'research ideas has the effect of per-
.

petuating the departmental forM of organization. One reason is thatresearch

assistantships funded thrdUgh outside funding tend to provide su ort for

graduate students whose academic orientet4bn is with a departmen , not with a

ThaE is, funding for, research not only s ppoktiEfieschool or a universi

/.
research functions in the department, b f its byproducts is the support j

ofqhe teaching of graduate students. The departmental form also may facilitate .

c ss to ding through the exchangecf.informatiob about such external

support
r4)'

support among,,departmental colleagues.
ll

The fourth reaon for the p s tence ofbe.acdemIC departpent.is that
.

,./

it protects facUlty from outside crutiny. Whereas in most bureaucratic organ-
\

of line personnel is accomplished throughizations supervision of activi

direct observation of

ie

processes as they are occurring or at leak...shortly if er

the product has been completed, in hirr education this' has not been sanctione .

p
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L.

o

We neither observe faculty in their classrooms, nor do we measure the achieve-

,

6.

ment....pflong-Itan
changes in student values. and disposaions so as to evaluate

, -

fa'c lty performance. The reason most frequently offered for this general

V,, g 4

$ labs nce of direct observation and evaluation is that "academic treedqp"

requires, b hreal autOnaMy and freedom. from obserVation which might into bit

;

, . '

action., plint of fact, there are other more.convincipq reasons.

,--....----
.0

. .,
----..N

?
By,combining the three functions which academic professio els presently

. ' . .

.

serve -- teaching, resear and service - -wee all the mystique f research, with

\
4.

its abstruse4symbol m and recondite terminology, to slide over into the teaching

10 ,

domain. In addition, he researh domain is 'given an aura oerespectablity.

L.

1
---...-...0

through the a legea ac ountability structure of profess onal associations (e. .,

_

....) the
roce'is of jufied publications . %Ace in most professions cli nts are A

, V

infAited from questio g the tec nibal com>10nce of thoe delivering the

service, so in higher education few feel free to ask publi

from,faculty. It is the structural rein' cepent through the academic depart-

.

for an accounting

mint of-the f aulty member' 'multiple fun tionswhYch is necessary for the

preservation

%ration.

f the functions (particularly
teaching) fcip outside

The multiple-mi sioned department, supports the herging of 'tasks

k

'a Otas .images.

C
, .

. Still another reason given f/the logic of the cademic department as a
1

structural form in its preserit configuration is-that the functions performed by

,. 1
°A

thcfaculty memb are in some way linked. A common argument is that teaching
f"-

informs research, and re earch must stand the:test of expli tion through the

/--C ieAch g fpnotion. Or, research ideas must be examined in th marketplace of

A

';s

.

,4*
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ss
cothmerceend i d stry. There'is a,powerful'unexamined and perhaps warranted'

.. ,

, ,

asSumptiou'opera Jar in thisitrgumeht( It is not that such es are,.,

, .

.

necessary. Vi lly.allwoUld.agree- th sUch an assertion. Whit is, assumed

.- .'

. ,..

-'.

,
without.suf rcient :examination is the notion that- the linkages,among.the

. * ,

-

functions call.ohly be made wintrapersohaily." It is assumed that thecommuni-

.cation of the messages and.products'produced-in,the various functiOns--teaching,

research and public seryice--oan only be accomplished by an individual as

,
. r

he /she thinks.tHrough the impact of one on the other. Clearly such an assump--

4i
tion does not operate insindustri ownizations. Here, linkagea across units

s
". i

.

. . i
C

serving different.fuhotiohs:are accomplished either ureaucratically .(e.g.,
.. ,. i ,

or through the establishment of:linkingthrough memo or policy statement

agents. It necessary to det rmine whether such cross-functional linkage

.
- -

might be similarly managed in higher,education With greltor eifieierioy:
_...

1

i

') While it can be argued convincingly that intrapersonal on
r , .

within technological boundaries is appropriate, the argument i .not as stroi

.. N

,,e across those boundaries; Thaf) is;,it do- to make sense that an. in
?v , / .

r. .1 A.

....pe-
i

.

faculty member establisp the' connection_ across he various kinds r search

in which he /she/is engaged. sinWisri , a facul4 eMberAmight be

0

expected to

connect various parts of the teaching mission--e.g., curriculum development

and'dOtivrry1bf lectures (though, as we will show later even these may be

links 11 bureaucratically). It is harder to make' the ainient that there'is a

j

necessary intrapersonal connection between knowledge-centered and process-7

centered roles or between these rolesVand across clients.4or example',

.
,

.

,

research ma

f

require faculty knowledge ofvery 'specialized kinds of informa-'

t

.%, 1-

tion and-wi h the research methods to access them. However, gocess-oentered. ' A
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4

'roles Such as teaching may require less knowledge of content but more skill

in delivering that content:

It could be!argued that knowing one's subjectmatter is not "necessarily"

connected with, the skill in deliVering it. The latter requires knowledge of

pedagogy, which is quite different from knowledge of material and research

modes. Again, this, is not to say that the domains do not have to be connected.
.

. .

It is only to be argued that the connections may'as easily, if not better, be
'-

made-through interpersonal/bureaudCatic modes. Qn<could'imagine,Jor example;
.. -

the training of teaghtrs to be extraordinaty lecturers or ,semi leaders-with

imal research skills and.; indeed, with a knowledge of subject matter appro-

pr at nlk to thecourse material they aiiie teaching. Othere,Fesearchera,

Currict4m developers, psychologists of student growth, etc., would be respon-
,

sible foradvising the "lecturer")of the aVailable'material and its place in

the larger curriculum. The lecturer, skilled in oral presentation and "917

ledgeable in areas of student cognitive anti affective growth and development;

a
.:. tcouldlthen design thepresentati6n. F

Still, the notion that there is some undeV rlying cross-functionaltknowiedge
t

10. skill which the'facUlty Member must possess, seems to carry considerable

Whether .there is some more-weight in 11.11rerthinking in igher educatiOn.

basic faculty. skill, or orientatirewKich t anscends the three central adademic

roles is` an open topic and one .Which needs further resear he

The st of the abOve-noted reasons for persist nce of the department
, - J

. .4.,
. _

1',I 1

1 ls the argument that at is necessary f curricular a .pedagogical reasons.1

PIt is a leged that faculty must be aggregated according to the similarity of

the knowledge paradigts used
1

in their course offerings.* The reason for this

(



is t1at there is assumed to be some connections among the.Offer ngs of a

4

department. To avoid overlaps issyllabuses and to permit course sequencb8

1 -

prerequisiteql, faculty must be in commnnicationkwith one another.

In reality, of.cqnrse, communication among faculty with respect to curriculum,

. is an uncommon phenomenon. Most faculty design their own courses in relaj ive

isolation from others. Depaitmentld curricular, c ttees,are,staffed by

faculty whose int est in the subjedt is ate best tangential to their prime.

interests and, e inly does not involve the rise of eyertise in curriculum

and i*Ilagogy.

- A counter argument c?0.d be posed that in fact faculty need only check

svith Others 9ccasionally about such mattePlil. The arigument has Considerable

validity because the,usual assumption about und4graduate learninggis that

dents, rather than faculty, make the connections among theicOurses, and

that thSr7/4s a stability in expectations And abilities. 1p related but far

more rtant assumption is that students make connections between their,

course experiences across disciplines. Aearch evidence to validate this

,_

is laWring, but common sense and informal reports would seem to call it to

.
.-' '

, -

questioi. A sine qua non for achieving the objectives/
1

of liberal and gen

.
re" .1.

education is that students have an opportunity for and are facilitited in

integration disparate' learning experiences. It could well be convincingly

. .

,

.

.

argued Isond has been at, Say1, Santa Cruz), therefdire. that teachers from

different disciplines should be grouped together and that communication long.
.

.

4

e-

them musethe frequent. In 'um, the argument for retaining the.academic depart7

4

ment for pedagogical reasons is a weakon though It is voiced vociferously

whenever the issue is raised. In truth, other latent reasons for the retention
a

of*the department are more p

of



,Amm.'Tbec(ries of Divisio of

The. problem of clesi4nirig organizations for maximukefficiedy and

productivity is acdordipg to Mirbi and Simon (195d:150, a; problem of

4

1

'Creatins;units of organization which,cAll'parsimoniously allocate activities
A . \ , .... -:

botbi.to,organizationarl units and-to, individuals. These authors ,recognize,
'. ...----i

r S

howgvere that, tile divi on of i is most effee for easily
.

. ...-, ',,- , %.

,programiled talks is not nece arily the-samdos one which appropriate to
.4 .

..) r 1 .

complicated tasks which require unique t'echnologircal,solutions. The question

\ _, . -

of'the degree to which any oneor all academic tasks can be "programmedit:___

..

.
the essential determining factor in the design of in efficient academic

organization.. Most of those concerned with the organi4tion of the univer-
-4/

A

sities make the assumption that the tasks which faculty are-isked to perform

(-1\

ate-Ogientially unprogrammable ). It is assumed that to the extent that

faculty are expected to dealjurith-studentsoas unique'individuals, they are

also prevented'from creating standardized means of transforming those

students from relatively immature to more more mature states. Indeed, even

the suggestion that students might be treated more bureaucratically causes

more raised hagkles thantalmost any other subject.

Similarly, to the extent that each research endeavor in which a faculty

member is engaged represents a hitherto uncharted domain of inquiry or
*

knowledge, the technology associated with the task of transforming raw data

into knowledge alsy apparently defies detailed programming. And, to complete

the cycle, consulting is almost by definition a question of addressing

faculty talents toward unique social or other problems. These twin variables

used to' define "technology! (number of exceptions in the stimuli and the

degree-of analyzability of Isearch procedures) har4 been imaginitively

13
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.

...e.

,

addressed in theworkof Chrles Perrow (19/0) . ,,Part of the'purpose of thi.p

.
.

section. will be, to examine this presuiptionof "un--Programmability" and to

.

4 .
,

',1'; 7'

, explore the relatedness of the technologies of each of the three, missiontiqo
(

one another. SuCh diatus ion.4ill, inform our understanding of the Alter-

,

nativeirto departmentalization by academic, discipline..

Ilia .

.

It,is important to note that technology is only one of a nuMber o

11.

independent,variablestwhich affect an organization's structure.* There are

many Otheri (cf. Friedlander, 1970). Among them are the following 'Which

'-

are critic,' to this,paper:

(1) the nature of the clients orjoeneficiaries of the institution

:
(Blau & Scott, 1962;,EtzionL 1964).

N

(2) the nature of the environment which the-organization functions,

particularly its stability and predictability (Lawrence & borsch,

1967; Thompson, 1967:27; Emery & Trist; 1965; Terreberry, 1968;

Jurkowitz, 1974) ,

(3) the specificity or/and diffuseness of the goals of the organization

(Katz & Kahn, 1966:265)

(4) the nature of the technology requiredto change the product or

service (Davies, Dawson & Francis, 1973; Hickson, Pugh &lpheysey,

1969;-Perrow, 1970)

These and other variables independently and interactively affect the

modes of departaientalization of_an institution. The weight of one or another

of the variablescannot be known without extensive analysis of a particular

institution. For example, an environmental contingency approach to the

* For this study, structure refers only to the mode of departmentalization.

In the literature, there area wide variety of conceptions of organizational

structure, including specification of activities, concentration of authority,

line control of workflow, and relative size work flow and relative size

of supportive component (Pugh et al., 1968). _slso exclude from the

consideration. of structure such variables as size, span of control and .

administrative component, which have been explored in the work of Blau et

al., 1976. The argument is made that insofar as we-are addressing ourselves

to large traditional research universities, such variables are reasonably

constant..



understanding of organizations would suggest that the first two of the above

varialbles predaminatAas determining factors. /hese twv'are concerned with

matters extOffivi to'the organization. Taking this approach, one Might

explorelthe Possibility of'a university which is dominated by this kind of

client or environmental influence.

Insert Exhibit'I about here

In this exhibit we have attempted to identify some eight typical

university client', and to characterize the varying expectations of these
INF

,

tclients, the "turbulence" of their expectations and thedegree to which th

are able to be specific in their expectations of or demands on the university's
1

output. We'have also attempted to give some examples of common structural

responses to each.pf these'client demands 4 terms of sample operational

goal] and technologies. Thud, for egample, asinoted in Exhibit I, 4arents"

exert a relatively stable, sustained demand for what Daniel Bell (1966)

.' q0

calld historical, met?(odological and self-,Conscioud for students. This

,seems to be a fairly consistent expectation that pax Ants have of their

-children as College graduates (though,they may not articulate it in quite

these same wordt). Indeed, they will not be able to specify in particular

J
what these expectations are in terms related to specific courses or pedagogy.

On the othei hand, within the university, faculty might translate that

expectation into a course objective such as "know the history of Greece."

The technology required-to haVe the student acquire this information might

include a synthesis of the data and its display to students in some verbal,

written or electronic mode. Required interdependence'among faculty in

15



'exhibit 1

VeRIABLIS AF rViIG The PORN or
DIPARTNINTALMATION IN INIIVINOITII8

Clogs-boundary Conditions
Internal Conditions 1

Client

Perot.

livirommentil Nanifeet System Goal

Turbulence 'Client Repetition)

Goal

Clarity

sample

Operatipal

Goli1J

Low

High

1, illative' Nistotioal

setbodologicelt self-

conscipusnell for

etodents

2. Affectivil Personal

growth foi student'

3. Career training for

students

Lou

Low

. Nigh

Inow.history of

0[1100'

Increased autonomy

Selling "kW"

Technology

Prodicl

Claus

qaw

People

people

"ample

Processes

(Faculty Nole)S

TAsk Inter -

Aguilloncs

synthesis,

Display

Counseling

ltdeling
Training

Nigh

Ned

Low

Low

Knowledge

Community

(Acadwaic)

Knowledge

Compupity

(Industry)

tar' ,

low

Ned

low

Nigh

Mgt

1. elaboration and

validation of old

DiecOvery of newt

3. New eophirticated

recruits to the

profession

Nigh

Low

1. Manpower rev 'skilled a

trainable technicians

2. Upwardh mobile oriel-

'
tenons or ourior

fnr blOcks

3.(0aw inomimige-prectical

--4,1findings

Haman retooling- retrain-

ing, icotessionalisation

Nigh

Loy

Nigh

Nigh

Government

/

Ned 1. Amaral concerned

citimihm

2. Leaders

Local'

OCCIPAity

Ned

Low

Nigh

Nigh

Under-

graduate

Students

Nigh

low

law

Low

Lou

.1. Learning resource

'. 2. culture center '

3. Technical essistance . Nigh

I. Participation in local', Ned

. community 'vents .-

II .4

1. environment for develo;p

ment/plessure

2. Xporlegs

3. Certification

Disproven theory

New theory .

Grad student knows

research methods

.

lolling skills

experience in

tompetitico for ,

grades

tiport'hiowhow

letter skills

'1 ,f

snow historyof

Greece" use in

voting.

Skill'

Data

Data

Data

Conduct 'any
I

Synthesis
Synthesise

Display

Low

low

Ned

People

People

Data

People

Training

trsting

Wilting

Training

Training

Low

Nigh

Low

Lowe

f

',.

Data

People

People

Synthesis

Training

Training

' Nigh

Nigh

Nigh

Nigh

Nigh

taw

Ned

Low

ugh,
Low

Low

aVailable classes

Concerts

!Mr advice

..inculty in voter

-registrition drive

Nigh

' Nigh

Concern for

learning

Nhy people beh

Degree

Graduate

Students

I w 1. Programs leading to

certification

2. Knowledge and "kill'

Nigh

Night

Course in research

isthole

Statistic' '

Olt&

People

Data

People

IF

hogs

Data .

Data

Scheduling

Scheduling

Synthesis

telephoning

'Coense/ing

a

Maul chases

liheduling

People

Data ")-

emall)4asses

Counseling Low

1. The'variebility in the client population as well as the stability of the wan of norual elpectation,

2. The degree to which the client is able to specify the expectation and/or'theorgenisation''
output can be seasurad and evaluated.

3. The resultant of the technological transformation. , )
,

4. The classification of the primary rev material to bed trinsforwed. The U.S. liplopent Service typology of people, data and things is used here.

S. The range of activities required to be parformed is a continuum of hiqh to Ice requiring a repertory of personal/professional skills or

program for transfolving the product, s.

'This table is' Informed by the disceasions in Stub-lick (1976)1 of. Jurkovich11974).
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q
achieving this objective might be.considerd high (undef.."optimum" conglions

.,.

of maxiimm faculty dcOmunication about their teadhing objectivesand ildagogY)t

) \ 1

As' shown in the exhibit, other ways'of characteriZing parental expectations ''',

(e.g. career training)mill'resat in quite diife ent goals and echnologies.
,

* 0 i .

.

one can see from Exhibit4.1.eW he elaboraktion,and validation :o::111minilr/1

.

Contrasting parental expec titans with those of the

i .

Icnowiedge also has low environmental turbulence but high goal clai:Ity. The

e:-'
tfigkogyassociated with this university product.is guTie Tferent from

that imIthe-first1ca40. In.,the.example given in' the eAibit, fac4Lty in the

social sciences might conduct'surveys as part of their r2search.activities.;.

Such a role reoptirem relative Irlittle interaction with colleagues.

/ ,
.

.

The expectationsof parents, on the one hand, and the knowledge:,

cammunitY, on the' other, are' thus similar in terms of environmental turbulence,4

but different on the dimeOsions f-goal clariti-and taskinterdepen nce.

The stable nature of the environment might be used to suggest (at this point

imprecisely) a kind Ofinternal organizational structure Which-would maximize

organizational efficiency and fproduCtivity. In theAndustrial sector, we

would expect to find highly mechanistic, bureaucratic organizations under

these circumstances. .Let us explore somewhat further the nature of the
,

perceived stabilitOof environments external to institutions of higher

learning.

Here the conservationist character of universities is'paramount.' Its

conservers of value (Parsons & Platt, 1973), institutions of higher education

are expected to; (*alize students to accept most of the prevailing middle

class norms and valu s of society (assertions college catal stating

objectives such as 'develop critical thinking" otwithstanding). Too many

V

.18
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In

"radical" thinkerg produced might upset the society by challenging the,stitus

'quo in too threatening a Wai, (viz. the perceived thteat t\,9 the middle class.

3n the 1.60''s). This kind of educational mission requires, of. course,

infiealuen
'trilltilt-al change within the institution. The demands of society

. are not y persisting, but since social values change slowly, the shifts

in society's expectations of grad es of universities al gradual\

The iesearch effort alsris c x2V, tive in Iature, New findings are

9

warrantee' as valid, only after considerabledObate anti. testing. In addition,

faculty and academic_a inistratOrs in their graduate trainin4 have been,

sdcialized into the profession as,conservatives-. Hence, in these two

.

primary'missions, teaching and research, the stability ofthe environment

would argue for an internal organizat

)
anal structure ich does not. need to

e

1''be readily adaptive.*.. 01

. In its'tp,eather
missionsknowledge dissemination (as differentiated

from knowlio,

4
productioU)...andcommu iiy service--the university tends to

depend more heavily and immediatell on external vents. Theiati4ities

comprising these missions are more pragMatia, and the success of the

institution depends. on the degree; to, which it is able to sense con rary

'social -needs correctly. In contrast to the above, inte;nal\organization 1

,structure might be expected to be more eeadily adaptive--more organic and

flexible (Bennis, 1966; Katz & Kahn, 1978; Clark, 1956). /MN

/Returning to the exhibit, it can be seen that even within each of

, the missions, he university is involved with a er o1 external task

a
* thiper certain Condi ions, there are exceptions to the.rule of university

dahservatismas,9
instance, when war or othe ironmental turbulence

_forces the society coMake unusual demandi-on
the university. to be more

immediately responsive to current events.-

ti %.

"11

OIL
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*-
envirortter4s,.each' with quite different expectations-and degrees of h'Ino,

15.

geneity and stability (Thompson, 1967:27). It would be reasonable to expect

...-

that for each diStinguishable segment of the external sysstem there would-be

a corresponding unit within the university with socialized pe-i-sonnel and

kother resources t liddress that client's d (Dornbusck& Scott, 4975:77;

Becker & Neuhaus er, 1975:68- impson & Guile 1962; lialdridge; 197c)... As4

IL ,

we no ed a t the outset
t

is 'obviously notf the casUpluniversities

t.od TT academic departMent is an omnip se sub -unit attempting.tO
4

,

40%
)

address all of kinds of external demands. The rationale for the

A ,

divisi of academic labor,'howe44 does not necessarily follow the logic,
i

..

of contingency theory. .0ther.explanations account for the presen
. 4

Tore "contingent" approach would be more efficient and what

aright

,

result from a different f of differehtiation.

a

university organizational structure. It remains tto be sage whet

Models of University Organization

To Irlore this fyrther, let ps now turn,to 0an amina6____ n of

4 /

current cOnfigurations,in typi6a1 Unive5sitiest. Obviously in most

no speAalizatiOrAf departments'acco ding to the variations in envir
i

or in the technolSgiarequireAcir7 lash various teaks. -UsuallSv, khe
A.41`

mode of division of labor is first,M1r ciptine, then 11 process (teaching,

resdarch, and service). On occasion t ere will be still another sUbdiviSion

of each of th processes such that.eich-of the-clients'of the university Is

addressed sepaV rately. In Exhibit II below; this model is displayed.

Insert Exhibit 2 about here
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Knowledge/
>h/Xpoaee

Process

x1 tent

Exhibit II

.UNIVIRSITT ORGANIZATION.- IZAMPLI A\

Department 1

Tow

at

Namur
I

. _

(Keys UUndergraduates GSGraduats

Service

Department 2

Teaching

121_11"

Assearc Service.

L
ente Oh4Older Adults GGovernm t A...Academy ,I- Industry

ust.

"By .definition, if all sgapialties needed prod e a givtn socially val ed ime product could be placed in one mnil

departmenta )ized by purpose rather than icy process' (Thoapkont_1961, p. 51.4,14Ote, however, that itixhibits III

y a further specialization:Of process.

2 1
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0.

As the reader uwil ote, under this example fac ty in-each

41 4.

u ualiy,expected to bp specialized with respect o'nine ,clients ai they

. ,

in the. three traditional-processes in their own field of knowledge.

iF ,

In practice, of course, the three_proCesses arebroken down into an expanded
.

set of specializationS. As one e;imple,'teaching might be subdivided into

.
.

._,

--
- I i IV

.
epecializatione such as seminars and lectures, research into empirical and

' a..

non-empirical, and,iervice into internal and eternal consult4.g.* 04c,

occasion, one or more of the client 'groups_Imight haver a separately budgeted ,

unit addressing its needs (e.g., continuing educaion).

It should be noted that because of the form of organization which

obtains in most universities, some clients and procesSes are duplicated
-4'

across departments. ObViouslyi'students areclients of many departments.

Due te, this overlap in most universities, theiZ is usually a large need

for bureaucratic coordination. In contrast to industrial settin4s where

coordination is,mostly through formalscalar overview,;in higher education

normative or other models prevail. With respect to undergraduate students,

student affairs personnel are employed to attend ta some of the client

expectations (see the-eatiter discussion of Exhibit I)', while teaching

is coordinated to some extent by academic? affairs offices and by university-.

A
wide committees on teaching policy. It should be clear, of course, that

.especially in the latter case the kinds of coordination Whi.ch might be

needed .to perform the teaching mission more effectigak ei.e not forthcoming
4

*Other research conducted (Bess, 1977) reveals that there are as many as

320 distinct.faculty specializations performed.in the modern university.

By historical accident-and other pressures as noted above, we have aggre-

:gated these processes int t ee large groupings-teaching, research and

service. However; other ag gates are possible and, indeed, potentially

more logical and efficient.

2 3 -
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Unuet\ presentdefortMental-configUrations. It is left to otcasion meetings

IMO

t 17.

.

of standing facUlty committees and perhaps to an ad hoc committee on teaching .---

": 1

to manage the impdrtant
-

cross-departmentallinkages.whiph some would subM4t

are Ipintial to the'accomplishmfht of the goals of general

educatibn.* To reiterate the point made earlier, such cro dilicipline
.

., .
,

linkages ;Ire now provided by the-client, the student, with unknown degrees

of efficiency. We rarely test the apacity Of the student to-Jmake connections
. ,

.

0
. --

among his/her col:treks or testtie levels of psycho-social maturity Which

might be presumpd to resuljirom general education. pursued across disci-. t

A \

plin ry boundaries. This is not to argue that student "labbr" should not be

Y"

use f it is only to queition,whether it is being used as effectively as

and, liberal.

possible in achieving institutional goals. It also speaks to the inter-

dependency of facUlty and student teaching-learning efforts and of.thei

organizational,structures which serve them.

Before inquiring more fully into this question, let us examine several

alternative forms of organization by simply' transposing the layers of
-ttr

'client, process and purpose or knowledge.

Insert Exhibits III & ly about here

Note that in Exhibit ;II the first movie of divisio of labor is by process

(though, as noted earlier, grouping some of the te hing tasks together i

more a matter of custom-than task similarity--e.g., grading and lecturing).

The second level is comprised of the nine clients mentioned above. At the

third level in the ladder are the traditionally-named academic departments
.

110
* As Lawrence & borsch (1967) note, such integrating units are often func-

tional, but they must be staffed by committed professionals.
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of knowledge. In this case, however, the. departmental faculty would be

client and/or process specialists, rather than multi-functioned professionals,

as they are now organized (as in Exhibit II). Thus, Department 1 might ):p.

comprised of experts in teaching undergrlciates ihe field of sociology,'

while Department 10 would be research sociologists addressing themselves to

the needs of governmental institutions% It is important to note the differ-

ences between this configuration and that in Exhibit II in terms of needs

for coordination acrosAub-units. In the earlier ekbibit, clients were

required to.Provide the coordination across academic departmentsless

.
costly for the institution, to be sure, but at some cost in goal hievement.

°In Exhibit III, there would appear to be a reduction in the costs of cross-

departmental communication. In Exhibit II, the faculty member Imre unit

designated I-Tu must reach across to his/her colleague in II-Tu to link the

teaching efforts. In Exhibit III, the faculty member in department TU1 need

only chat with his/her colleague in TU2% Both have the "U" designation in

their affiliations, meaning that they each have a common client orientation.

They each also have a more specialized "T" orientation, since, in contrast

to faculty members in Department 1 in Exhibit II, who are multi-functioned

specialists, these persons are (in this example) more narrowly specialized.

Communication is not only easier, but the organizational arrangements are

designed to accommodate faculty member specialized interests.

. It is important to note that the structure in Exhibit III does not

preclude the possibility of a teaching/undergraduate oriented specialist in

Department 1 communicating with a research/government oriented specialist in

Department 10. However, there is no organizational (as opposed to personal

/ .

of

29
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. -

or professional) need for such linkages across processes.* Such "reaching 7'

across"the units in the example in Exhibit III would be as easy or as

difficult to do as it is now. when sociologists and physicists in different

departments wish to talk. There have been occasions when organizational

structures such as that suggested in Exhibit III have been attempted at

various times and instititutions, but they hive generall not been successful.

Two (avoidable). reasons for the failure are the invidious tatus distinctiOns

1:

Which obtain across process specializations (e.g., research sociol ists

alleging themselves to be "better" than teaching sociologists) and he
:^

retention of the academic disciplineas a "home" department. In the latter

,instiince, faculty members are prevented from giving their full allegiance to

"the sprocess unit. Again, with insights from March Simon (1959, p. 152),

we.note that.sub-optimization is a common proclivity of units in CoMplex

,...

organizations. The division of labor i self predisposes the suborganization's

members toward the goals of the subunit. Hence, the "type" of subunit

created by the organizational.design is, therefore, critical. The structure

of contemporary university organization, in particular, constrains faculty,

to conceive of their primary obligatibns ads domipated by the acquisition of

_knowledge, with processes and clients subordinated. If the primary mode of

specialization were according to client, suboptimization would yield more

loyalties t ward client-centered activities.

In Exhibit IV, clients are the first cut in the division of labor. In

many ways this organizational arrangeMentis similar to that in Exhibit

It differs largely in the coordinating' mode. In Exhibit III, a vice - president

) for teaching coordinates faculty in clientatered departments. He/she

* See discussiodn by March & Simon (1959, p. 29).
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must manage the efficiencies to be achieved throngh.rec° ognizing similaiities

among-undergraduates, graduates and older adults.. /ri Exhibit IV, on the;
, ,

other hand; a vice-president just for undrgraduateedncation coordinated

4'

faculty in units concerned with all three profess es--teaching, research and

service. This person's primary coordinatingreiponsAillty is to see that

&

the three services perf9rmed for under aduates areflinked--e.g., connecting

/Pedagogy units with student servips. This structure is not unlike that

'
found in a small liberal arts college without research and graduate functions.

There are, of course, other permutations of the structure *hich can be

generated from the three variables noted here. Thum, the hierarchical fore

could be knowledge-client-process, process-knowledge- client or client-,

knowledge-process. There are advantages and disadvantages,of each, though

some are rather obviously inefficient.

It should be clear that the two major considerations in determining

Which of these systemS is most efficient are the expenses of bureaucratic

coordination and the duplication of process/knowledge specialists (ignoring,

for the moment, questions of quality of output). Organizational size

(Rushing, 1967; Blau & Schoenherr, 1973) seem to haire the greatest bearing

on these questions. If the university is too small to have knowledge or

knowledge/process specialists fully utilized in a decentralized, client (qua

product) system, then it will assume the structure in Exhibit II. In a

small college, for example, ibis usually not possible to have an urban

sociologist employed,full time just teaching undergraduates, another just

teaching graduate students, another doing research, etc. On the other hand,

it is conceivable that in a very large university, there are sufficient

demands by. particular clients for such a volume of specialized services that

31
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'for /*faculty member might be exclusively associated with one of the client

units.

t

Dnive sitilthave no moved in this direction, however.' Even when

%csize has been sufficient, f ulty have preferred to be organized in academic
a

i4epartments specialized by knowledge. The reasons have been noted above.

.

In t4s paper, we argue, however, that
1

specialization by academic discipline

k ,
is only/one basis for departmentalization,and riot necessarily the best. It

is further argued that task' specialties can be organized around either

processes or clients or knowledge or some combination of these.* At isge

is whether organization along alternative task dimensions thanat present

would meet organizational objectives more efficiently and personal faculty

goals more satisfactorily.

Efficient Division of Labor

Organizational efficiency can be improved through structural planning,

according to several critical pqnciples (Chapple &'Sayles, 1961). First,

the amount of inter-unit depend'Aty should .be as low as possible in order to

minimize the costs of administrative coordination (Miller, 1959). Second,

the amount of intra-unit loyalty and identification with unit goals and ,

norms should be increased, subject to cost constraints and up to the point

Where optimization of sub-unit goals causes a costly diveision from the

Coleman (1973) points out that a client focus for departments would not

be appropriate for all of'the university'g functions., In particular,

discipline-oriented research has a timealimension whickdifferssignifi-:

cantly from what he calls policy-oriented research with practical objectives.

The first should be subject to colleague control, while the latter should

be hierarchical. Coleman's scheme for differentiating the parts of"the

university into functional components is useful, though it does not go far

enough. Moreover, we prefer to cdhceivesof the professional associations

as °clients° for discipline4eriented research.

32



goals of the institution as d'uttole (Selznick, 1957, p. 58; Dufty, 1966)4

22.

To reduce inter-unit dependency, sets of tasks'or roles which are

relatedto ope another by necessary timing and sequencing can be grouped in

self-contained units (Hickson, Pugh & Pheysey, 1969; Galbraith, 1973, p..26;

. A.

Lynton, 1969). In such units, all athe major resources needed to provide

the service or pioduCe the output; are contained ;within the unit (Thompson;

\.)
1961, p. 45).

For example, if the services of 15 different specialties are

required to produCe an organization's progrct lines, then a
choice must be made when produdt divisions are created as to

When services will be containedan the divisions and which will

remain centralized in the corporate office.. In general, the

diversit of4the outputs and the greater the task uncertainty,

X?
the great r the self-contai ent)(Galbraith, 1973, p. 27).

,

The creation of self - contains units in a multi-purpose organization

is facilitated .by a specialization of function by task similarity (as

opposed to specialization by person) serving the separate goals. This

Important relationship between specialization by person and. specialization

by ,task y(Thottpson, 1.961, Ch. 3; Tyler, 1973) is discussed more fully below.

The poirit here is that grouping related tasks instead-of like-minded people,

't together contributes to:greater organizational_effectiveness (Pelz & Andrews,

1966). The heterogeneity of tasks performed by professionals singularly

oriented toward the outcomes of those tasks creates a cross-fertilization of

ideas, and an identification with recognizable unit goals contributing also

to personal satisfaction (Hackman & Oldham, 1974).

Empirical research reported. in the literature supports the notion that

when such task-related units, are also differentially structured to meet

client needs in the external organizational environment which have varying

degrees of uncertainty, there is a higher level of performance (Burns &

'33
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Stalker, 1961; Lawrence & Lors 1967; Simpsoh eGulley962). 'Tradition-

ally, in higher education, spec aliiation,has centered onatbe differences

among the disciplines of knowledge, not difference among clients. As notd

earlier, such a division serves the technology of research by making; the

department self-contained largely around research tasks, but it ill serves

the other functions of the university--teaching and service. timing and

sequencing of tasks required for effective undekgraduate teaching, for

example, require'a different sort of self-contained unit based not a1Lone

.4

ii,on.knowledge of re rch content and skills but on pedagogical and.other

techniques. The agcy egation into multi-purpose departments of multi-

functional faculty who (allegedly) have m d a number of personal

specializations which match the goal structure of the department is not as

efficient as the aggregation of more narrowly specialized faculty with the

skills necessary to carry out'r ired activities in serf -contained task

units, each of which is oriented toward only one of thb..goals of-the

tution. 4

Par,of the problem of deiding which structure Maximize efficient

operation lips,in the choice of` unit of analysis and the set of aims and

4

...objectives one is considering.. For exampleif as most universities are now

constituted, academic departments conceive of their teaching goals as the

transmission of a reasonably comprehensive set of facts in the iscipline.'

The department contLns within it all the resources to accomplish that

particular aim. But, considered from the institutional perspective, the

objective f teaching in the university is (simplistically, foe the moment)

to have ie, student become apprized of multlikale disciplinary perspectives.
4

ent-day departments conceive of themselves as related to other

34
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iilepartments through "poored interdependence," where each unit contributes

A
independently to the final product, but the failure of any one contributes

to the failure of all (ThOthpson, 1967). In contrast, universities as total
I

Ostitutions tend to thinktq departments a having some sequential and
-.e

reciprocal interdependence. Under this conception, the outputs of one

deArtment become the inputs of another or/and the products of each are the

inpus for the other. The. coordination needed to assure satisfactory if not

4

lary levels of output under conditions of pooled interdependence is

different from that required for sequential and reciprocal inter-
,

dep }~ enc!5. The latter dem ncir close communication so that the incoming
,4 a

aw.6aterials" have been honed to the proper t erances" (tO stretch the

phor) permitting the receiving unit to apply its own technology. As

. ,

earlier, universities are not willing to provide the funds for such

elaor e linkages, preferring to leave the problem of prerequisite tolerances

4 student decltion, toy high reject/failure/dropout rates and/Or to low

*a 1.

leirePof quality.

liportantly, the persistence of the academ department, brought on

byhe dominance of research techniSlogies, preve is the typical university

from examining alternative structures which might 'permit the coordination

required without jeopardizing preferred faculty specializations. Clearly, a

move to-either of the configurations in Exhibits III or IV above demands a

reconsideration of the assumptions of multiple personal specialization, a

subject we return to later. The,pOint here is that under the assumption of

pooled interdepeAdence coordination.among subunits which have quite different

orientations requires less attention (and less funding) than do alternatives.

Whether departments are indeed in such relationships is a question, as is



I

the issue of who pays)the costs of*coordinetion if they are not.

Inducing intra -unit loyalty and the strengthening of unit productivity .

9

norms (the,pecond
critical principle of efficient division of labor) raises

25.

the hazard that overall institutional objectives will be subordinated 10 the

sub - unit's goals.
This is a danger, however, primarily when the organization.

of the institution is by process, rather than produpt or client. In a multi-..

purpose institution when self- contained units are'organized according to

purpose, the maximization of unidimensional Tit goals c be ;made to serve

the institution's total objectives. As above, units orga ized by purpose

are iy.n a pooled relatioship with respect to their interde ndence. MaXimizing

the stOsnit's goals can only contribute to the betterment of the total

organization's objectives. Clearly, here will be Cases when units attending

to different
institutional goals will find themselves in competition for

scarce resources. But such conflicts can be resolved through other organi.-

zational and/or bureaucratic means. The point is that there is less need

for costly inter-unit coordination an inter-dependency when the units are

self-contained pr client rather than professional academic background as at

present.

There are obvious exceptions to this rule, of course. One is when a

small amount of some process is required by a number of -units but,none of

the units requires a full!-time person (e.g., in a labor-intensive organization)

or the full use of an expensive machine to.perform the process. An example

would be the urban sociologist cited earlier. There is, however, no necessity

that the criterion of'self-containment
which each of the institution's

processes or functions is organized be the same (Gulick, 1937; Miller,

1959). Some institutional goal can best be achieved through organization

by product, some by client, some by process, and some by place (Grimes,'
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nein & Sbull; 1972): As note aye; coupling specialized units with ta4k

*

environments of varying uncertai ties is conducive to greater efficiency.

Hechinistic-type work un* are apprbpriate to stable environmental. conditions.

While.organic systems are bettei adapted to external conditions of continual

, change (Woodward, 1965) Given the variations in environmental uncertainty

noted in Exhibit I,,there is some reason to believe !that some of the univer---

sitys functions can be contained in process, some in product and some in

client - oriented units.

There are then apparently three potentially competing principles for

the efficient organization of universities: by task similarity, by client

or by relationship to,environmental uncertainty. Overlaying the decision as

to which of these is most appropriate in particular instances are questions
'

.

of individual satisfaction and personal growth. The questions of faculty

motivation, productivity and satisfaction are beyond the scope of this
.....-

particular paper. However, it should be clear that no discussion of organi-

zational structure is complete without an analysis of the obverse side of

organizational efficiency--personal growth and fulfillment of employees.

There is some reason to believe
1

at many faculty in universities are

11

neither as fully productive nor as fully satisfied as t* might be. ny

explanations are possible, but it is suggested here that the structur of

their work organizations may be a major contributing factor. The impact of

alternative kinds of structure on the mental health of workers has been

well.-documented. In this paper different kinds of university organizations

viewed from the perspective of organizational efficiency have been considered.

It would.be well to question also whether contemporary forMs of universi y

organization are efficient in contributing toward faculty motivation an

satisfaction.
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